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Dr. Issa Sabeel Al Bulushi, Chairman of the Board of Directors and Vice Chair of the Board of Trustees called for
a meeting to all GC Omani staff and explicitly thanked
them for their great effort to lead Gulf College (GC) to a
better position at par with the international standards.
He challenged everyone to
work doubly hard and
manifest unfaltering commitment and unwavering
service to the students and
stakeholders
providing
them
the
challenging
learning experience. The
Chairman mentioned that
this meeting focus on a
unique opportunity for interaction between him and
the Omani staff. He added
that coalescing academic
standards and quality requirements are imperative
for the growth of each staff

committed towards the wellbeing of the students. To encourage Omani staff to continue the
college‟s provision of excellent
service for the betterment of the
Sultanate‟s overall educational
arena ,the Chairman bequeathed
his earnest felicitation to all
Omani staff who showcased
their knowledge, wisdom , commitment and showed a full enthusiastic cooperation to the GC
Management .So, “Gulf Col-

lege salutes the strength
and dedication of Omani
employees”

UNITED. Dr. Issa Sabeel Al Bulushi, Chairman of the Board of Directors and
Vice Chair of the Board of Trustees opened a dialogue with the Omani Staff and
explicitly thanked them for their commitment ,dedication and hard work.

Prof. Taqi Al Abduwani, GC Dean, Dr Shameena Mehtab ,DD-QA&P along with the FFS Head Mr Masood Ahmad Khan ,programme leaders and CB coordinator warmly welcomed Dr.
Andrew James Harrris, External Moderator from Cardif Met University ,UK to forefront appraisal on the GFP audit manual .A meeting was immediately convened by the Dean to tackle
some salient issues regarding the GFP manual .Likewise Dr Andrew Harris cited some recommendations for improvement .

During the meeting, Prof. Taki
underlined the GFP quality
audit scope which covers:
Governance and Management,
Student Learning, Academic
and Student Support Services
and; Staff and Staff Support
Services. The Dean clearly
mentioned that key Cardiff Met
officials will be a part of the
interview during the pilot audit
this coming February of 2018.

COLLABORATED.
Prof. Taki
Al Abduwani, GC
Dean,
called for
a meeting on
GFP
audit
manual.

He also added that FFS lecturers
should also be aware of the content, changes and improvement
of the GFP manual. Dr. Andrew
Harris underscored some valuable suggestions on how the GFP
manual can be improved. Furthermore, he challenged and
encouraged the GC officials present during the conference to
support the college quest to surpass the GFP audit next year.
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Gulf College continues its professional mileage as Prof. Taki Al Abduwani, GC Dean
accompanied by Dr. Agnes Bernardo Ilagan, Manager, Centre for Innovation and Enterprise (CIE), assured their allegiance with Salalah Port Services Company.
A comprehensive meeting was done be- and Human Resource officer. After a thortween Gulf College and Salalah Port ough presentation, about Gulf College, preteam headed by Mr. Ahmed Suhail sented by Prof. Taki Al Abduwani, GC Dean,
Qatan, Salalah Port General Manager, several salient points were considered like
Corporate Resource Affairs Officer, Mo- sending the draft of Memorandum of Underhamed Aufait Al-Mashani and Ali Masoud standing (MoU) containing specific provisions
Kashoub, Salalah Port General Manager, for collaboration.

Gulf College (GC) lingers to heighten its academic distinction with Cardiff Met University (CMet) as Dr. Mukul Madahar, MB A
Programme Director, greeted and congratulated Gulf College (GC) for a very successful one year of partnership with them.

He was very thankful that the Heads
of the Faculty, Programme leaders,
Academic Registrar and the lecturers
blended well with the programme,
rules, procedures and policies of
Cardiff Met University. He lauded GC
for fostering International and Academic Relations to improve GC‟s
overall scholastic excellence. He
added that this institutional partnerships shall grow stronger as GC

officials were so much receptive. Dr.
Mukul said that Dr. Andrew James Harris an external moderator and at the
same time a link tutor will come and
support FFS in moderating
GFP.
There were some issues raised by the
heads of FBMS and FFS on over assessment, marking system, assignment
submission and other issues relevant to
their modules but everything was at
OVERWHELMED. Cardiff
once resolved by them.
year of partnership.

Met congratulated GC officials for a

Advertisements
Gulf College (GC) is taking serious steps to boost collaboration with Centre Franco Omanais
(CFO). Efforts have been made to meet the purpose including the launching of the French Photo
Exhibition “Dans Ses Yeux (in his eyes/in her eyes) at Gulf College Reception Hall.
Mr. Clement Moutel, the Councellor for Cultural Cooperation of
the French Embassy in Oman
graced this momentous event. He
was accompanied by Ms. Narjes
Krichen, the lady –in-charge of
Cultural Mission and Dr. Mohaned Al Obaidi, GC Deputy
Dean for Academic Affairs and
Scientific Research as he cut
the ribbon to officially open the
exhibition. Enriching the cultural
experience of the people present
in the ceremony, Mr. Christian
Adam de Villiers, CFO Director,

shared the biography
of
Dominique Baudis, French photographers who took 30 photos
on display dating back in 1970
when he was a press correspondent for TFI based in Beirut covering the Middle East and North
East Africa.
The photo Exhibition showed the
heightened Omani-French interconnectedness reinforced by
French language
classes
to
equip the students with semantic
understanding and knowledge .

CAPTIVATING. GC unveils French Photo
Exhibition “Dans Ses Yeux (in his eyes/in
her eyes)
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The Faculty of Computing Sciences (FCS) continued to
bolster academic merit showcasing adroitness and
proficiency in doing research as Mr. Balaji Sundramurthy, FCS lecturer has already published eleven
(11) papers in reputed journals and international conferences conducted in Malaysia and UK.

He has extended his area of research in publishing a book with the title “The Classification
and Retrospective of Software Development
Methodology ”.The said book will serve as a
guide for any computer science student and IT
Professional in understanding the best methodology to be chosen for software development.
Mr. Balaji is currently doing a doctoral programme in software testing ,algorithm and
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data structures, system development
methods, introduction to operating
systems and mathematics and statistics for computing .Apart from his
regular academic works ,he has contributed to the college community in
various ways like conducted workshops on testing courses for staff
and students. The FCS has also
prompted efforts in publishing faculty
and student works in prestigious international journals. This is in connection with the aspiration of the faculty
to improve its research status and
goals.

PLAYFUL. Students of GC-FFS during their active participation on innovative learning activities.

Mr. Balaji Sundramurthy, FCS lecturer and his
published paper.

Ms. Aisha Ghazi Haider, FFS Programme Leader boosted the
learning capabilities and comprehension of the students. She
directed an innovative learning activities like grammar exercises and play English board games outside the classroom
under the guidance of the FFS tutors. The entire hall of the Sfloor has been tagged as “Gulf College FFS English Friendly Zone”

where a lot of colourful banners with English games and exercises
were scattered that brought a lot of fun to the students. The Process was conceptualised to foster intelligent and interactive learning outside the classroom. The FFS students actively participated
and were enthusiastic about the activities. Ms. Aisha has always
the belief that teaching and learning cannot be found only in the

classroom, but, it can be more dynamic, penetrative and
impactful through the use of this technique. She further encouraged the students and tutors to communicate regularly
in English to improve the students‟ capabilities in language
skills especially for the beginner levels.

A group of professionals visited Gulf College (GC) with the ultimate goal of equipping
today’s global universities and colleges with the latest teaching solutions.

Headed by Mr. Dave Lindsay ,Director of
Academic Programmes and Dr. Phil
Goertzen, Vice President for Academic Affairs, the Pinnacle Teaching Solutions is a
dedicated educational organisation striving for
professional excellence. The group met some
FFS programme leaders and divulged on
their academic prospectus.

They have offices in Istanbul, HongKong,
Chicago, Vancouver, and Beijing, China
that are providing unparalleled support to
teachers in the classroom to learn new
techniques and strategies in college teaching and how to communicate in a manner
that is acceptable in the global market.

PINNED. Canadian Professors shared new
academic techniques in teaching,
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Empowerment:The role of Women in the Islamic society has been valued around the world that’s why GC usually participated in the celebration of “Omani Women’s Day”

GC students and staff celebrated Omani Women’s Day through a symposium at the conference hall to mark the significant progress Omani women have achieved .
Ms. Jawhara Dawood Al Zadjali ,Business Leader ,Human Resources Development Consultancy and
Ms Salma Ali Salem Al Mahrooqui ,Human Development Coach served as keynote speakers during
the symposium held at GC conference hall. Being the advocates of women‟s rights in the Sultanate
of Oman ,they commenced their messages by conveying the important role of women in the family
and in the society .Women should take part to protect the general welfare of their fellow women, their
families and the society in general.

To prepare the SN students stimulating their academic undertakings for
the new academic Year, Ms. Rida and
Ms. Hanaa, FFS SN lecturers
brought them to the GC Learning Resource Centre (LRC). Ms. Carmie
Cruz, Manager, LRC, assisted by SN
lecturers discussed the basic rules and
procedures in borrowing books, magasines , newspapers and how to use
the computers. This also warrants the
necessity of informing the SN students

What’s
Up GC?

on the reading rooms ,photocopier
and other non reading materials of
the Centre so that they can maximise their stay in the LRC. The other
LRC staff stressed out on how the
SN students can avail efficiently
LRC materials during their independent learning hours. The students really loved and enjoyed
their visit
at the GC LRC as
shown on their facial expression
and intrepid gestures.

Omani women were allowed to participate in decision making,
policy structuring ,advocacies on environment and political
exercises for the welfare of women in Oman. Some parts of
the world greatly value the power and capabilities of women.
Oman is an active participant to the United Nation Convention
that gave consideration on equality , women „s rights and
privileges.
Gulf College gave tribute to the two iconic female figures who
encouraged the Omani women to show their talent ,strength
and wisdom for the betterment of the Sultanate.

Nourished. GC SN Lecturers brought their students at
GC -LRC.

Residents of the Sultanate’s capital have been ranked as the happiest people living in the Middle
East and North Africa (MENA) region, according to a new survey.
Source and more info, visit: http://timesofoman.com/article/120324/Oman/Its-official-Muscat-is-the-happiest-city-in-the-Middle-East Image Source:
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